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This dungeon is designed for a party of 4 players at 
level 6. If players can survive the puzzles, traps, and 
dangerous encounters  they will be rewarded with magic 
loot and treasure. 

A wealthy family owns a large estate in the city of 
Silverymoon. One of their mage bodyguard’s drank too 
much grogg at a local tavern and spilled the beans on 
the magical riches that lay beneath the estate. A player 
may have overheard this, or perhaps one of the players 
has the criminal background feature and learns about 
the hidden vault through their criminal contact.

The vault lies beneath the break room for the mages 
who guard the estate.

Level 1
The entrance to the building is on the south side of 

the map. To start the game you may allow the players to 
decided what direction they approach the building from. 
You could also start the game by having the players 
approach the front door and trigger an encounter with 
the mages who guard it.

1. Breakroom
This room is used by the mages to take their union 

mandated 1-hour lunchbreak. If the mages work more 
than 60 hours in 1 tenday, the estate will be fined.

1a. Front Door
The front door is guarded by 2 mages. Their robes 

bear a gold trim insignia of the estate’s sigil, which is 
the head of a dragon. Use the mage stat block from the 
Monster Manual for the 2 mages.

Either mage will have a conversation with the party. 
The mages may be convinced to let the players in on 
a DC 15 Persuasion (Cha) check. If the players chose 
to approach with stealth, their pockets can be picked 
on DC 15 Sleight of Hand (Dex) check. Failing either 
of these checks will provoke the mages to fight to the 
death.

If the players defeat the mages, or pick their pockets, 
the will find a skeleton key, and 1d20 gold pieces on 
the mages.

The front door is locked and can be opened with the 
skeleton key. The door can be lockpicked with thieves’ 
tools and successful DC 12 Sleight of Hand (Dex) 
check, or players can destroy the door on a successful 
DC 15 Strength check.

1B. Secret Bush Door
Underneath this bush lies a locked trap door. The trap 

door can be located if the players succeed on a DC 15 
Investigation (Int) check on the bushes surrounding 

the building. The skeleton key will unlock the trap door, 
or a player could pick the lock using thieves’ tools and 
succeeding on a DC 15 Sleight of Hand (Dex) check.

The trap door leads a to ladder which descends to 
Level 3 Room 3. The trap door can be unlocked from the 
bottom side without a key.

1c. Dragon Bas-Relief
Attached to the east wall is a large bas-relief sculpture 

of a young red dragon destroying a city. The eye of the 
dragon is actually a key hole that can be discovered 
on a successful DC 15 Investigation (Int) check. The 
skeleton key can be used in this keyhole to open the 
secret door 1e. The lock can also be picked with thieves’ 
tools and a succcessful DC 15 Sleight of Hand (Dex) 
check.

The dragon in the bas-relief resembles the dragon 
head in the sigil on the mage’s cloak from area 1a.

1d. Storage Locker
This storage locker contains 1d4 red mage cloaks 

with gold trim dragon sigils on them. These cloaks 
match the cloaks that the mages were wearing from 
area 1a.

1E. Secret Door
On a successful DC 15 Investigation (Int) check, the 

players will find a secret door in the northeast wall 
of the room. The secret door can be opened with the 
skeleton key, or on a successful DC 15 Sleight of Hand 
(Dex) check using thieves’ tools.

Opening the secret door reveals a lever. Pulling the 
lever will activate or de-activate the trap in room 2.

2. Hallway Trap
If the players fail to make a DC 15 Investigation 

(Int) check then they will set off the tripwire trap that 
will cause the walls to close in. Pulling lever 2a or 1e 
will disarm the trap. If the tripwire is located it can be 
disarmed with thieves’ tools and a successful DC 12 
Sleight of Hand (Dex) check.

A player may hold the walls open on a successful DC 
18 Strength check. This check must be made every 
30 seconds they are holding the walls. If players fail to 
disarm the trap or escape the room they will be crushed 
to death by the walls.

2A. Secret Lever
If the players make a successful DC 15 Investigation 

(Int) check on the walls they will find a keyhole leading 
to lever 2a. The skeleton key will unlock the secret 
door or it can be picked with thieves’ tools and a 
successful DC 15 Sleight of Hand (Dex) check.

Pulling the lever will disarm the trap.

3. Chess Room
This room is built like a giant chess board with pieces 

10-15ft. high. Some of the game pieces have been 
destroyed, thes piles of rubble are difficult terrain.

The game pieces are made of stone, have an AC of 
12 with 26 (3d10) HP. The pieces can be pushed on a 
successful DC 15 Athletics (Str) check.

3a. Black King
The black king is enchanted & becomes a stone 

golem if any piece besides rook E8 is moved or 
destroyed. The black king will fight to the death. Use the 
stone golem stat block from the Monster Manual with 
the exception that it’s movement speed is reduced to 5ft.

3b. White King
If the white king is put into check mate from rook E8 

being pushed to B8 then it will crumble to the ground, 
and secret door 3d will open, revealing a staircase to 
the lower levels.

3c. Rook e8
If rook E8 is pushed to B8 it puts the white king into 

check mate. rook E8 can be pushed on a successful 
DC 15 Athletics (Str) check. Moving rook E8 to B8 will 

cause the white king to crumble, and secret door 3d 
will open to reveal a staircase to level 2.

3D. Secret Door
The secret door will open if players can solve the 

puzzle of moving rook E8 to B8 and put the white king 
in check mate. The staircase leads to level 2.

Players may also discover the keyhole to the door on 
a  DC 15 Investigation (Int) check. The skeleton key 
opens the secret door, or the lock can be picked with a 
successful DC 15 Sleight of Hand (Dex) check.

Doing either of these before moving rook E8 to B8 
causes the black king to animate into a stone golem and 
fight the party to the death.

Level 2
The party descends down the staircase to the second 

level of the dungeon. Read this to the players as you 
reveal the new floor. 

1a. Wooden Sign
Etched into the planks are the words, “Break in case 

of emergency.”

1B. Mimic Orb
If a player touches or attacks this glass orb, it will 

transform into a Mimic and fight to the death. Use the 
Mimic stat block from the Monster Manual.

Magic Vault Heist Level 1

Skeleton key

This key can be used to open any locked door, secret 
door, or chest in the dungeon. The shape on the handle 
of the key is a dragon skull.

level 1 FeatureS

Surrounding the building are bush hedges with random 
bushes scattered around the grounds.

The rooms on this floor are well lit by torches hanging 
on the walls.

The ceilings are 16ft. high, there are no windows, and 
the walls are made of solid brick.

You exit the staircase and find yourself in a circular room 
with glass tile floors. Eight pedastals sit around the room 
with circular glass orbs on top of them. Inside the glass 
orbs are foggy clouds forming the shape of a key. Four 
giant stone statues surround you. To your right, a 
wooden sign hangs on the door.
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1C. Key Orb
If a player destroys this glass orb secret door 1n will 

open. Destroying this glass orb is the solution to the 
puzzle of this room.

1D. Werebear Orb
If a player destroys this glass orb a cloud of magic 

werebear dust is dispersed in the air. Any player 
within a 15ft. radius of the orb must make a DC 15 
Constitution saving throw. On a failed save, the player 
is transformed into a werebear and now suffers the 
Lycanthropy affliction. See the Monster Manual for 
more information on werebear lycanthropy.

1e. Hornet Swarm Orb
If a player destroys this glass orb a swarm of hornets 

will conjur and attempt to sting any player within a 
15ft. radius of the glass orb. Players being stung by the 
hornets must succeed on a  DC 15 Constitution saving 
throw or take 1d6+2 piercing and 3d6 poison damage.

1F. Zombie Dragon Orb
If a player destroys this glass orb the zombie dragon 

in Room 2 on Level 3 will awaken from it’s slumber. 
The zombie dragon will stay in Room 2 on Level 3 and 
will attempt to kill any player that enters the room.

1G. Flammable Gas Orb
If a player destroys this glass orb flammable gas fills 

the room. If any player lights or casts a fire spell the 
room will be set ablaze. Once the orb is broken the gas 
will reach the open torches in 30 seconds. Once the gas 
reaches the torches the room will be set ablaze. 
Any players caught in the blast must make a DC 18 
Dexterity saving throw. On a failed save the player takes 
8d6 fire damage, or half as much on a successful one. 

1H. MalicE Gas Orb
If a player destroys this glass orb malice gas fills the 

room. Any player within a 15ft. radius of the glass orb 
must succeed on a DC 15 Constitution saving throw or 
become poisoned for 1 hour. The poisoned creature is 
blinded.

1I. Ether Gas Orb
If a player destroys this glass orb essence of ether 

gas fills the room. Any player within a 15ft. radius of 
the glass orb must succeed on a DC 15 Constitution 
saving throw or become poisoned for 8 hours. The 
poisoned creature is unconscious. The creature wakes 
up if it takes damage or if another creature takes an 
action to shake it awake.

1J. Dionysus STATUE
A 15ft. tall statue of Dionysus the patron saint of 

wine. The statue is pointing at glass orb 1I. The players 
know the identity of Dionysus on a successful DC 12 

Religion (Int) check, or if they worship Dionysus as their 
deity.

1k. Tymora STATUE
A 15ft. tall statue of Tymora the goddess of good 

fortune. The statue is pointing at glass orb 1c. The 
players know the identity of Dionysus on a successful 
DC 12 Religion (Int) check, or if they worship Tymora 
as their deity.

1L. Dragon STATUE
A 15ft. tall statue of A young red dragon. The statue 

is pointing at glass orb 1f. The players notice that the 
dragon matches the one from the bas-relief in the first 
room.

1M. Garl Glittergold STATUE
A 15ft. tall statue of Garl Glittergold deity of trickery. 

The statue is pointing at glass orb 1h. The players know 
the identity of Garl Glittergold on a successful DC 12 
Religion (Int) check, or if they worship Garl Glittergold 
as their deity.

1N. Secret Door
This secret door opens if the players break glass 

orb 1c. If the players search the south wall of the room 
they will discover a key hole on the secret door with 
a successful DC 15 Investigation (Int) check. The 
skeleton key will unlock the secret door. Players can 
pick the lock with thieves’ tools and a successful DC 15 
Sleight of Hand (Dex) check.

2. Hallway
Players feel slight breeze on their face as they enter 

the hallway.

2A. Secret Door
If the players search the north wall of the horizontal 

portion of the hallway they will discover a key hole to 
a secret door with a successful DC 15 Investigation 
(Int) check. The skeleton key will unlock the secret 
door. Players can pick the lock with thieves’ tools and a 
successful DC 15 Sleight of Hand (Dex) check.

Hidden behind the secret door is a compartment with 
a chest that contains a Ring of Evasion and 1d6 Black 
Pearls worth 500gp each. 

3. The pit
The hallway ends with an opening to an underground 

cavern with a seemingly endless pit. The cavern is dark 
except for several floating glass platforms that emit light.

3A. Floating Platforms
Spaced evenly across the pit are 7 floating glass 

platforms spaced 5ft. apart. Each individual platform is 

divided into 2 squares. Each square has enough room 
for 1 player.

One of the squares are reinforced glass and will 
hold the player while the other square will shatter if a 
player jumps on it. The map is marked with red circles 
to show which floating glass platform tiles are safe to 
stand on.

If a player falls through a glass floating platform they 
will fall into the pit and land in level 3 room 4 and take 
6d6 bludgeoning damage.

You may also choose to randomly assign which 
floating glass platforms are safe if you choose.

Level 2

ring oF evaSion

This ring has 3 Charges, and it regains 1d3 expended 
Charges daily at dawn. When you fail a Dexterity saving 
throw while wearing it, you can use your Reaction to 
expend 1 of its Charges to succeed on that saving throw 
instead.

level 2 FeatureS

All of the rooms on the second floor have 30ft. high 
ceilings and glass tile floors. All of the rooms except 
room 3 are lit by torchlight. Room 3 is lit by the glow of 
the floating glass platforms. 
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4. Riddle Room
This room contains a stone golem who will give 

the players a random riddle from the riddle table. 
Answering correctly or incorrectly will determine which 
door will open for them. Giant stone slabs block the 
staircases on either side of the room.

4a. Riddle Master
A large stone golem acts as the riddle master for 

this dungeon. He will give the players a riddle based 
on the roll of 1d4. Use the table below to determine 
what riddle to give to the players. If the players attempt 
to move the stone slabs or pull the levers without 
answering the riddle, the stone golem will fight to the 
death. Use the stone golem stat block from the Monster 
Manual for combat. 

4b. Wrong Lever
If players answer the riddle incorrectly the stone 

golem will pull this lever which will open the doorway to 
the left staircase. This staircase turns into a slide and 
spits players out to Level 3 Room 4.

4c. Correct Lever
If players answer the riddle correctly the stone golem 

will pull this lever which will open the doorway to the 
right staircase. This staircase leads to Level 3 Room 1.

Level 3

1a. Hallway Trap
If the players fail to make a DC 15 Investigation 

(Int) check when they enter room 1 they will set off a 
tripwire trap. Poison arrows are shot from the walls. 
Players must succeed on a DC 15 Athletics (Str) check 
or take 1d8 piercing and 2d6 poison damage. The 
players dodge the arrows on a successful save

2. Treasure Room
The treasure chests in this room contain magical 

treasure to reward your players. The chests are 
unlocked and easily obtainable unless the players have 
awakened the zombie dragon in 2a. Add your own 

treasure with the Dungeon Master’s Guide or use the 
table below to determine what treasure they receive.

2a. Zombie Dragon’s Tomb
The owners of this estate belong to a red dragon cult. 

Underneath this giant stone slab rests a zombiefied 
young red dragon. The arragont young dragon died 
in an attempt to become a dracolich and his followers 
were only able to revive him as a zombie.

The tomb can be opened if at least 2 players succeed 
on a DC 15 Strength check. If the tomb is opened the 
zombie dragon will awaken and fight to the death. If 
players smashed glass orb 1f in level 2 room 1 the 
zombie dragon will have been released and guarding it’s 
treasure.

Use the Young Red Dragon stat block from the 
Monster Manual and give it an additional undead type.

Secret Doors
The players may discover a secret door on a 

successful DC 15 Investigation (Int) check. Assign each 
secret door a number and roll 1d4. The players will 
discover the secret door according to the number they 
roll. The skeleton key will unlock the secret door or the 
lock can be picked with thieves’ tools and a successful 
DC 12 Sleight of Hand (Dex) check.

The top secret door on the west wall contains a 
tripwire trap that drops boulders on the players. 
Players must succeed on a DC 12 Athletics (Str) check 
or take 3d6 bludgeoning damage. The trap can be 
disarmed with thieves’ tools and a successful DC 15 
Sleight of Hand (Dex) check.

3. Secret Tunnel
If the players discover the south secret door in room 
2 they will enter a secret tunnel leading to ladder 3a. 
Ladder 3a leads to trap door 1b on level 1.

4. Hydra’s Lair
Players may find themselves in the murky cave of the 

Hydra if they fall off the floating platforms from room 3 
on level 2. If a player falls from the floating platforms 
they take 6d6 bludgeoning damage.

Secret Doors
The players may discover a secret door on a 

successful DC 15 Investigation (Int) check. Assign 
each secret door a number and roll 1d4. The players 
will discover the secret door according to the number 
they roll. Roll again on a roll of 4. The skeleton key will 
unlock the secret door or the lock can be picked with 

riddleS table

1d4 Riddles
1 What has many keys, but can’t open a 

single lock?
A Piano

2 What goes up and down but doesn’t move? 
A Staircase

3 What 5 letter word becomes shorter when 
you add 2 letters?
Short

4 I turn once, what is out will not get in. I 
turn again, what is in will not get out. 
What am I?
A Key

treaSure table

Chest Loot
2b 1d6 Aquamarine Gemstones worth 500 gp 

each

2c Gauntlets of ogre power

2d Potion of gaseous form

2e Weapon of warning

Level 3

Hydra lair FeatureS

There is a foot of stagnant water throughout the cave. 
Boulders as high as 15 a scattered in the darkness. There 
is no light.

The mucus in 4a is difficult terrain. 

Zombie dragon tomb FeatureS

This area is well lit by torches. The floors are shiny 
glass marble, with 30ft. high ceilings. The walls are a 
solid brick. 

The walls in this tomb can be broken with a DC 19 
Strength check. 
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thieves’ tools and a successful DC 12 Sleight of Hand 
(Dex) check.

4a. Hydra Nest
If the players make their way to the southern cove 

they will come across a hydra nest. Players will find 1d4 
Hydra eggs and 1 golden egg worth 5000gp. The green 
mucus tiles surrounding the eggs are difficult terrain.

In the center of of the nest the players will find the 
corpse of a Hydra. If they choose to investigate they will 
discover the Hydras organs are missing.

As the players investigate a nest of giant spiders 
descend silently from above. Use the table below to 
determine how many spiders appear. Use the stat block 
from the Monster Manual for the giant spiders.

The players must roll a successful DC 15 Perception 
(Wis) check or the spider gets a surprise attack.

Monster Stat Blocks

Spider neSt SiZe

Party Size Number of Spiders
1 2 Spiders

2 4 Spiders

3 6 Spiders

4 8 Spiders

5th 10 Spiders
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